
ADAPT OR DIE:   
Sitka spruce in British 
Columbia may need to 
borrow genes from trees 
in warmer climates.
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FORESTS ON  
THE MARCH
Trees can’t walk to a better 
place as climate worsens.  
So scientists are relocating 
helpful genes instead
By Hillary Rosner
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IN A FIELD IN VANCOUVER, ACROSS THE ROAD FROM A ROW OF TIDY WHITE TOWNHOMES, 
roughly 500 bushy Sitka spruce trees climbed toward the sun. On a spring day 
in 2013 the trees, triangle-shaped with tightly packed, deep-green needles, were 
crammed shoulder to shoulder—or, in some cases, shoulder to waist. Although 
the spruces were all planted at the same time, seven years earlier, their height 
varied like primary school children assembled for a group photograph. 

The smallest trees, around two feet tall, hailed from Kodiak 
Island, Alaska; the tallest, at nearly seven feet, originated in Ore-
gon. Height was not the only visible di� erence. The spruces from 
Alaska produced buds a full three months earlier—an entire sea-
son—than those from Oregon. The Alaska trees also stayed green 
and healthy no matter how low the temperature dropped. 

The spruces had been rooted in this fi eld, at one end of the 
University of British Columbia’s rambling campus, as an experi-
ment to highlight how trees adapt to local environments. That 
trees match their habitats may sound obvious. But the details 
are important because of a looming threat: those habitats are 
changing as the planet warms—and trees can’t exactly get up 
and walk to a new home. If a species cannot keep pace with a 
changing climate, it is doomed. 

Because the trees themselves cannot relocate, scientists are 
exploring a novel solution: relocating the plants’ DNA. That is 
why Sally N. Aitken planted the spruce garden. Aitken, director 
of the university’s Center for Forest Conservation Genetics, be-
lieves saving the forests of British Columbia—and others around 
the world—may hinge on a practice called assisted gene fl ow. It 
could help species adapt to future conditions by moving organ-
isms with particular traits from one part of their natural range 
to another. The tree from Oregon and the tree from Alaska just 
might have some genes that could help each other out. But with-
out intervention, they would never meet.

Like an arboreal matchmaker, a forester could take seeds 
from spruces or lodgepole pines at a low elevation, say, and 
plant them farther upslope. As temperatures on the higher 
slopes warmed, the relocated trees would grow up and breed 
with their local counterparts, spreading their warm-adapted 

genes throughout the area and thus helping the forest adjust. 
Assisted gene fl ow could give species an evolutionary hand.

But you can't simply take a tree from Oregon, plant it 1,000 
miles away in northern British Columbia and wait for the mercury 
to rise. The reasons that you can't come from the same local genet-
ic adaptations that make the gene-fl ow idea attractive. Lodgepole 
pines, for instance, grow in di� erent regions throughout much of 
the Canadian province. Their genes help some trees better tolerate 
heat or cold or drought or fend o�  local diseases or pests. If an Arc-
tic cold front moves through Vancouver, hitting transplants from 
warmer regions, they will su� er. ”We need to shift these things 
starting with baby steps,” Aitken says. “The changes projected 
over the next few decades are really big, but we still have a lot of 
year-to-year and week-to-week and month-to-month variation 
that those trees have to survive.” 

Figuring out how to match today’s seeds with tomorrow’s cli-
mates is no easy task. But in British Columbia, where forestry 
accounts for a third of all exports and commercial forests make 
up nearly half of the total forest cover, it is vital. Provincial law 
requires that forests be replanted after logging, to bolster future 
timber supplies and healthy ecosystems. Roughly 250 million 
seedlings are planted annually. Just where those seeds should 
come from and how far they can or should be moved is a com-
plicated—and pressing—question. Do it wrong, and you could 
be dooming the forests for decades to come.

The Sitka spruce experiment, which involved trees from 
14 di� erent locations ranging from central California up to Alas-
ka, was Aitken’s small proof of concept for a larger e� ort to 
avoid this type of fatal misstep. The research yielded 35  seg-
ments of DNA  associated with cold tolerance and bud timing. 

I N  B R I E F

Forests adapt genetically  to survive in local con-
ditions, but climate is changing faster than trees 
can adjust.

To prevent forest death,  scientists are moving trees 
with genes tied to water use and heat tolerance near 
other trees that need this DNA so they can breed.

Assisted gene fl ow,  as the strategy is called, is being 
tested on trees from diff erent climate zones in Bri-
tish Columbia.

Hillary Rosner  is a freelance writer based in Colorado. 
She has written for National Geographic, the  New York Times 
and Wired,  among other publications. 

New York Times 
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Now Aitken and her team are sifting through more tree ge-
nomes to find genes responsible for proteins that are linked to 
other environmental traits. Their hope is that beneficial ver-
sions of these genes—called alleles—would spread through pop-
ulations that need the traits, in rough synchrony with the cli-
mate changes that make those genes useful.

The larger project, called AdapTree, could help pave the way 
for future assisted gene-flow projects around the world, work 
that could in turn help other species that are key ecosystem ar-
chitects. Corals in the sea, for instance, harbor food and provide 
shelter for all kinds of other species. Researchers in the U.S., 
Abu Dhabi, Qatar and Australia have suggested moving corals 
from the Persian Gulf to the Indo-Pacific to help spread genes 
for heat tolerance. And in the American Midwest, efforts to re-
store grasslands have shown that it is important that replanted 
seeds come from a broad range of habitats.

Aitken and Michael C. Whitlock, a population geneticist in 
the university’s zoology department, coined the phrase “assisted 
gene flow” in a 2013 paper. Over the past decade scientists and 
conservationists have been arguing over a more grandiose idea, 
“assisted migration,” which generally refers to moving species 
greater distances, outside their natural ranges. But assisted gene 
flow within a species’ range is a more measured approach with ge-

netic rigor at its heart. By the time 
AdapTree wraps up in several years, re-
searchers will have as  sembled DNA se-
quence information for 12,000 lodge-
pole pine and spruce trees from more 
than 250 populations across British Co-
lumbia and Alberta. 

 CLIMATE ZONES
Those Trees  are already feeling the ef-
fects of a changing climate. Back in the 
1970s, British Columbia’s government 
produced a climatic map of the prov-
ince, organizing it into a series of bio-
geoclimate zones. That map has un -
derpinned forest planning in western 
Canada for four decades, helping to 
govern which seeds can be planted 
where. Today, though, thanks to cli-
mate change, nearly a quarter of the 
map is obsolete. Some zones have 
moved, and others have dwindled dra-
matically. High-elevation zones and 
some interior plateaus have already 
lost around half their habitat—and 
could shrink by more than 80 percent 
by 2100. Seeds of trees that once would 
have thrived in a particular area might 
today be unable to even grow there. 
Zones may morph into ecosystems 
that are fundamentally different from 
what existed before, although exactly 
how much change is required before 
an ecosystem is “fundamentally differ-
ent” is unclear and controversial. 

Whether a particular population 
can adapt to change depends in part on how quickly the organ-
ism reproduces. Each new generation represents a chance to 
acquire useful new traits. So a pine beetle, which reproduces 
quickly, has a much better chance of adapting than a tree, 
which is long-lived and slow to reproduce. A single bug may 
witness no change at all during its life span. A tree, though, has 
a front-row seat to global warming.

A stand of forest is most at risk during its first 20 years of life. 
Once the trees are established, they become far more resilient, 
“able to stick around for a while,” says Brad St. Clair, a research 
geneticist at the U.S. Forest Service in Corvallis, Ore. But in the 
era of global warming, local conditions can change considerably 
over those two crucial decades. 

“If you’re going to move things to higher elevations so they’d 
be adapted to future climates,” St. Clair says, “then they have to 
be adapted to cold-hardiness now.” In other words, if you move 
warm-adapted trees now into a zone that is projected to warm 
in the future, those trees could be in short-term trouble because 
the zone is still cold today. 

“We’ve got a moving target,” Aitken admits. “Do we want to 
best match trees with climate when they’re seedlings? Or 10 years 
old? Or 30  years old?” One way to manage risk is to increase di-
versity—which might mean mixing local and nonlocal seeds. 

F O R E S T  E C O L O G Y 

Weather Trends for Trees 
Scientists compared the past with the present to figure out recent climate trends in  
British Columbia and Alberta and whether they depart from what trees experienced dur-
ing the latter half of the 20th century. Researchers gathered direct observations from 
weather stations throughout the provinces between 1961 and 1990. The scientists com-
pared this baseline with averages from a more recent period, 1997 through 2006. For the 
recent period, they noted whether the averages were wetter, drier or warmer or did not 
change from the earlier averages. They learned that the climate has become much wetter 
along the Pacific coast, which the researchers link to outbreaks of a previously rare pine 
needle blight. At the same time, it has become drier in the interior, which may account for 
spruce and aspen deaths there. Winters have been warmer all over the provinces, allow-
ing the tree-killing mountain pine beetle to spread to more forests. (Methods for this 
analysis were published in the journal Agricultural and Forest Meteorology in 2009.) 

Change in Precipitation 
Difference from

historical average (percent)

Change in Winter Temperature
Difference from

historical average (degrees Celsius)

No change Warmer

0          0.2       0.4       0.8      1.6        3.2+

Drier No change Wetter
–24      –12        –6        –3      0       3          6          12         24
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“You don’t want to do the same thing on every hectare of ground. 
You can’t plan around a single climate change scenario.”

Assisted gene flow may be a good way to bulk up a forest’s ge-
netic diversity, sprinkling its gene pool with the ingredients that 
give trees a boost. As the environment shifts, some trees may 
suffer in the short term, but other trees will have genetic materi-
al that could help the forest weather tough times. “As those indi-
viduals that are more fit reproduce more,” Aitken says, “we ex-
pect populations to start expanding again.” The critical ele-
ment, she says, is maintaining enough healthy trees to mate and 
survive while the process of adaptation unfolds. 

Aitken, an avid backpacker and backcountry skier who owns 

a cabin in the woods of central British Colum-
bia, hopes her work will help set new, smarter 
forest policy. She believes that if we do not be-
gin practicing assisted gene flow, tree popula-
tions may begin to fail at the far northern or 
southern edges of species’ ranges. “Trees 
might persist a long time, but they might stop 
reproducing,” she says. “They’d be evolution-
arily toast.” They would become, she adds, a 
“land of the living dead.” What’s worse, they 
would hog space and sunlight that seedlings 
desperately need. Closer to the middle of a 
range, things would be a bit less dramatic. But 
trees might still grow more slowly or have 
trouble surviving. “Does that mean the populations there are 
just going to die?” Aitken asks. “Probably not. There’s a lot of 
variation within populations. The species aren’t going to go ex-
tinct, but I imagine you’d have pretty unhealthy-looking forests 
in the meantime.” The poor health would harm other plants and 
animals because trees anchor entire ecosystems, providing food 
and shelter, regulating water flow and preventing soil erosion. 

Around the world, Aitken says, “there has been very little  
attention paid to the movement of individuals within existing 
species ranges.” The ecological risks are lower than transplant-
ing truly foreign trees because such foreigners are not already 
part of the ecosystem, even though they may possess some  
desirable traits.

There are still risks to a gene-flow approach. It could, for in-
stance, add local gene variants that would actually harm a larg-
er population’s chance for survival. “There is a risk that you 
could be introducing unwanted alleles,” says Andrew Weeks,  
a geneticist at the University of Melbourne. But the problem 
would likely correct itself, he adds. “That’s the beauty of natural 
selection, which will weed out these variants. By increasing  
the gene pool, you are giving the population the best chance for 
the future.” 

With British Columbia’s forests worth $10 billion a year—as 
well as providing vital services such as preventing floods and soil 
erosion—doing nothing may pose an even greater risk. British 

Columbia has already seen what global warm-
ing can do to forests. Since the mid-1990s bee-
tle invasions and wildfires, both linked to 
warming temperatures, have destroyed mil-
lions of acres of forest and consumed hun-
dreds of homes. “We’ve had lots of wake-up 
calls here in terms of climate change,” says 
Greg O’Neill, a research scientist at British Co-
lumbia’s Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natu-
ral Resource Operations. The insects and fires, 
O’Neill says, left people in the province “quite 
cognizant of climate change—and not that it’s 
some abstract thing in the future, but it’s al-
ready happening.”

The losses jolted the provincial government into action. In 
2009 British Columbia began revising its rules on moving seed. 
That same year O’Neill began an assisted migration trial for the 
province’s forests, hoping to determine whether, where and 
how foresters might plant completely different species after 
harvesting. At 48  sites throughout Canada and the western 
U.S.—from Whitehorse to Sacramento—researchers planted  
15 species of commercially important trees, moving them from 
their home range and, in some cases, relocating them thou-
sands of miles away. 

The extreme migration, O’Neill says, is merely a research 
tool, a way to provide a better overall picture of how the trees 
will fare. It is not intended as a guide for long-distance moves. 

SEEDS OF CHANGE: 
 The AdapTree experi-
ment gathers seeds from 
different habitats (1). 
Pine seedlings grown in 
the project’s greenhouse 
(2) show variation in 
shape (3). Some needles 
are tested with a probe 
(black rod) to see whether 
they can resist freezing 
temperatures (4).

 Watch biologist Sally N. Aitken explain moving genes in forests at  ScientificAmerican.com/aug2015/moving-genesSCIENTIFIC AMERICAN ONLINE  
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Any actual changes in planting patterns will be incremental. 
“Something like ‘Do not move your trees downhill’ or ‘Do not 
move your trees south,’ ” he says. There is a weather station at 
each site, and the study will show how the growth and survival 
of the seedlings relate to the local conditions. Then, O’Neill 
says, scientists will be able to predict how the trees will re-
spond to climate change. 

The genetic analysis of AdapTree offers a complementary 
way to predict how the trees will fare. Researchers on the 
sprawling project pored over DNA sequences from millions of 
locations in the genomes of interior spruce and lodgepole pine 
trees. They developed a quick screening method—similar to 

that used by the human genome screening business 23  And 
Me—that looks at roughly 50,000 short strings of genetic code, 
known as single nucleotide polymorphisms, or SNPs. With that 
done, they are “digging in,” as Aitken puts it, trying to zero in on 
the specific polymorphisms that match a tree to its home base. 
Initial work on 600 young trees in the AdapTree project identi-
fied genetic markers that explain many of the differences in how 
trees from various regions grow and cope with cold, heat and 
varying amounts of water.

The raw genetic data from AdapTree are dizzying. Printed on 
both sides of sheets of 8 1⁄2 by 11 paper, Aitken notes, the stack 
would rise about 150 kilometers. And that is only part of the in-
formation. Researchers are now looking at how the genes actu-
ally function—how their instructions are carried out—when the 
trees encounter stresses such as drought or high temperatures.

 FORESTS OF THE FUTURE
A few degrees  of latitude south, specialists in the U.S. Forest Ser-
vice are beginning to weigh the pros and cons of assisted gene 
flow. “Where we’re at is a lot of talk and discussion,” St. Clair says. 
In the U.S., foresters historically did not focus on specific climate 
variations within zones where they collected and planted seeds. 
Moving seeds in a zone did not appear to involve enough temper-
ature change to affect plant health. 

Now foresters generally agree they need to get much better 
at moving seed. For as long as people have been planting trees, 
we have been relocating seed across rivers, villages, continents 

or oceans. “If you go back far enough, people used to move seed 
around all the time, and you’d often end up with failed planta-
tions because people had no idea what they were doing,” says 
Glenn Howe, a forest geneticist at Oregon State University. Part-
ly as a result of those failures, over time the forestry community 
developed an aversion to risk. In the western U.S., seed zones, 
which guide how far seeds can be moved for planting, are nar-
row and conservative. “That’s probably appropriate in a static 
climate,” Howe says. “But with climate change, a very conserva-
tive approach could be a problem.”

British Columbia is forging ahead, but challenges remain. Be-
yond the scientific problem lie management issues. The govern-

ment’s provincial tree seed center contains enough seed for more 
than six billion trees; you can’t change that inventory overnight. 
Nor can you change human behavior: researchers will need to 
convince resource managers to trust in genomic data, something 
they cannot see for themselves in the field. It is crucial that all 
those nucleotide polymorphisms and sequence data “translate 
into a forester’s lexicon,” Aitken says. 

Because ultimately all those strands of DNA make up living, 
breathing trees—the ones we depend on to construct our built 
environments as well as our natural ones. To thrive in a chang-
ing world, some of those trees may need to branch out into new 
territory. And to do that, they are going to need our help. 

MORE TO EXPLORE 

Placing Forestry in the Assisted Migration Debate.  John H. Pedlar et al.  
in  BioScience,  Vol. 62, No. 9, pages 835–842; September 2012.

Assisted Gene Flow to Facilitate Local Adaptation to Climate Change.   
Sally N. Aitken and Michael C. Whitlock in  Annual Review of Ecology, Evolution,  
and Systematics,  Vol. 44, pages 367–388; November 2013.

Evaluation of Demographic History and Neutral Parameterization on  
the Performance of FST Outlier Tests.  Katie E. Lotterhos and Michael C. Whitlock 
in  Molecular Ecology,  Vol. 23, No. 9, pages 2178–2192; May 2014.

 AdapTree project:    http://adaptree.forestry.ubc.ca

FROM OUR ARCHIVES 

The American Chestnut’s Genetic Rebirth.  William Powell; March 2014. 
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